For entire f, this problem was settled by Frank and Hellerstein in [ 11. With regard to the meromorphic case, they also proved in [ 1 ] the following theorem, which contains an earlier result of Frank, Hennekemper, and Polloczek [2] . Our notation throughout is that of [4] . THEOREM A. If k > 3, if f is meromorphic in the plane and F is given by (1.1) with elk _, z 0, and f and F have only finitely many zeros, then where T(r, f 'lf) = W'), (1.2) E,= 1 +max{(deg(orj))/(k-j):j=O, . . . . k-2).
If all the 0~~ are identically zero, then r'. may be replaced by log r in (1.2).
Note that eliminating elk_ i in (1.1) amounts to multiplying both f and F by a factor exp(Q), with Q a polynomial. Now if all the 0~~ are constant in (1.1 ), Theorem A implies that f '/f has order at most 1. The following was proved by Steinmetz in [9] . We prove the following theorem. THEOREM 1. Suppose that k > 3 and that a,, . . . . ak-, are constants, and a, is a polynomial of degree 1. Then there is no function f meromorphic in the plane such that ) has no zeros.
The proof of Theorem 1 (as well as that of Theorem 2 below) depends on a system of linear differential equations in functions g and h given by gk = f/F and h = (-f 'if) g. Th ese equations arise from Lemma 6 of [l] and in the context of Theorem B have constant coefficients. In the general case the coefficients are non-constant, but in the particular case of Theorem 1 the equations have a relatively simple form. THEOREM 2. Let k B 3 be an integer, and let q,, . . . . a&, be polynomials.
If f is meromorphic in the plane, tf F is given by ( 1.1) and ff 'F has no zeros, then one of the following holds:
Here a, b, c are constants, Q is a polynomial, and n is a positive integer.
It is apparent that all the forms (1.3) to (1.6) are possible (compare the examples above). It seems likely that Theorem 2 also holds for k = 2-see Section 8 for a partial result here. It also seems reasonable to conjecture that some sort of classification off is possible without any hypothesis on f' but that is certainly beyond the methods of the present paper.
The proof of Theorem 1 is developed in Sections 3 to 5 while that of Theorem 2 is given in Sections 6 and 7.
PRELIMINARY LEMMAS
We make extensive use of results from [l] which for convenience we summarize as a lemma. . Setting v = k -2 and using (2.7) we obtain (2.8) while (2.9) comes from v = k -3 and (2.7). We omit the details.
The following lemma plays the same role as a result of Wittich [lo] in [9] . Here the order off is a(f) = lim sup logl~~~ ').
r-m Proof. The lemma is an immediate consequence of the following claim, which we prove by induction.
claim.
If a,, . . . . ak-, are meromorphic, and if (2.10) has k meromorphic linearly independent solutions all of order at most 1, then for any E > 0 there exists a set E of finite logarithmic measure such that if r 4 E then for IzJ =r,
(2.12)
To establish the claim, we need the following estimate from [3] . Iffis meromorphic of order at most A, and if E > 0, then for j = 1, . . . . k we have
for all z on (zJ = r, provided r lies outside a set of finite logarithmic measure. Now the claim is obvious for k = 1. If k is 2 or greater, we take a non-trivial solution S of (2.10) and set y = UJ Now v = U' satisfies
Now assuming the claim true for k -1, then considering the coefficient of I;(~-.~) and applying (2.13) gives (2.12) for akp 1. Now we obtain (2.12) for akp 2 by considering the coefficient of v (k-3). Proceeding in this way we obtain (2.12) for i= 1, . . . . k-1. Now (2.12) forj=O follows from dividing (2.10) through by y and putting y =f:
The following lemma simplifies some cases in the proof of Theorem 1 as z-00, with P, a polynomial, and calculating F/f we see that by a degree argument (using the non-constancy of a, if P, is constant) this function has at least one zero. Also F/f has a pole at any pole off, and so F has at least one zero. So we may assume henceforth that f'/f is transcendental. As in Lemma 1 we define entire functions g and h by gk =flF and h = ( -f 'if) g and find that wi = fjh + fi'g form a fundamental set of solutions of an equation
with the Aj polynomials. Here fi, . . . . fk are linearly independent solutions of the homogeneous equation (2.3). Now Theorem A and well-known estimates yield
so that each wj has order at most (1 + k)/k. Applying Lemma 2 to (3.1) we see that A,, . . . . A,-, are constants while A, has degree at most one. Now with the notation bj= Aj-uj we obtain the Eqs. (2.7), (2.8), and (2.9) for g and h.
We consider separately the cases k 2 4 and k = 3.
CONCLUSION OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1, IF kk4
In this case, (2.7), (2.8), and (2.9) become, using the fact that ai ~0, But we also have (g')-' = -m(m + l)(m + 2) at such a pole. We conclude that all poles off have a fixed multiplicity which we continue to call m. But then we can write f =exp(u*)/g", where v* is entire, and setting u= (u*)',
We observe that, by (2.6) of Lemma 1, u is a polynomial, and since g has order at most $, u is a constant. Now solving for g gives f'lf= Cl2 + c13lg
with the ci constants and we obtain a contradiction as before. We may henceforth assume that bl #O, and now show that there exist rational functions R,, R, such that We now know (from (5.5)) that a(g) < 1. At arbitrarily large maximum modulus points of g (we may assume g transcendental since otherwise f '/f is rational by (5.12)) we have g"'(z)/g(z) = 0( 1~1") for any E > 0 and j< 3. Now calculating f (j)/f from (5.12) and using the equation F/f = g-3 we obtain a contradiction as before, since a, is non-constant.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1, a contradiction having been obtained in all possible cases. so that we may assume henceforth that f has infinitely many poles, since otherwise u is a polynomial. Define g by gk = f/F = q5/@ (6.5) and write
Thus h= H+ug=e'+ug, (6.7)
say, with P a polynomial, since H has finite order and has no zeros or poles. Now let fi, . . . . fk be a fundamental solution set of y'k)+uk-*y(k-2)+ '.. +a,y=O (6.8) with I+'(&, . . . . fk) = 1. As in Lemma 1, the functions wj=fjh +fj'g form a fundamental solution set of an equation
with the A, polynomials. We make the following claim. Here, as before, 6 , is given by b,= Aj-a,, and we have Eqs. (2.7), (2.8), and (2.9) for g and h.
Claim. If b,-, = 0, all poles of f have a fixed multiplicity m. If bk _ 2 f 0, there exist rational functions R,, R, such that g"+R,g'+R,g=O. (6.10) To prove the claim, recall (6.7). This representation for h yields, on substitution in (2.7) pteP= $2 g"--ag'-(y+uf)g.
(6.11)
Assume for the time being that bk-2 does not vanish identically. We may assume also that P is non-constant, for otherwise (6.10) follows immediately from (6.11). We also have, from (2.8) and (2.9) of Lemma 1 and (6.7)
b k-2ep= k(k2-1) k+l 12 gC3' + g' --bbk-2+2Ak-z 2 k-l +g 2h;~2-b,-,~ak-2-ab,~, > (6.12) and 2 g+3 -b;_, ep=y > bk--,g"+P,g'+Po.!T (6.13) with pl, p0 polynomials. Here (6.13) comes from differentiating (2.8), using (2.7), and subtracting from (2.9), with finally (6.7) used to substitute for h. Comparing the coefficients of g" and ep in (6.11) and (6.13), the conclusion (6.10) follows unless
From (6.11) we obtain +g'(a($+P')-+-2) (6.15)
Also from (6.11), (6.12), and (6.14) we obtain k(k2 -1) 12
--bk-2+ +(++a'))=@ Also, comparing the coefficients of g' and using (6.17) we obtain
Finally, comparing coefficients of g and using (6.17) and (6.18) we find that
From this equation we see that bkp2 is constant and k+zp, a=2 . Recall that we are assuming that f has infinitely many poles, the contrary case having been dealt with. Now (7.1) implies that u = (u' + l/m)/u is entire. By (6.4) and the fact that u has finite order, v must in fact be a polynomial, and this leads to (1.4). Therefore to conclude the proof of Theorem 2 we need only show that (6.10) implies (7.1). Of course we may assume that bk-z is not identically zero. Now with R,, . . . denoting rational functions, (6.10) and (6.12) imply that eP=R,g'+R,g.
But by (6.6), g= -(f/")H= -ueP so that u'+R,u=R6.
Now f' = flu so that f" = f( 1 -u')/u' and fc3) = f( 1 -3~' + 2u'*)/u3 -fuu"/u3. We claim that for ja 3,
where Qj is a polynomial with positive coefficients and degree (j -1 ), and Sj is a differential polynomial in U, with constant coefficients and degree at most (j-2). We prove this by induction. Now (7.3) gives f'j+"=f(Q,+uS,)/u '+'+f(-ju')(Qj+uSj)/u'+'
Thus to prove (7.3) we need only set Qj+l=(-.i"'+l)Qj and Now substituting (7. 3) into the definition of F, F -Uk=(-e-P)k=Qk(-U')+U~(U), f (7.4) where S(u) is a differential polynomial in u of degree at most (k -l), with polynomial coefficients. Using (7.2) and (7.4) we can also write and conclude that (7.1) holds. It is clear from (7.4) that (7.1) also holds if P is constant. To finish the proof we suppose, therefore, that P is nonconstant and 1 d n d k. Since Fuk/f has no zeros or poles the TumuraClunie theorem [4, p. 691 gives where %, T(u) = %,(u + ny, (7.6) T(r, A) = S(r, u).
Since u is transcendental over the field of functions b* satisfying T(r, b*) = S(r, u), II must be rational. So (7.4), (7.5) , and (7.6) give u = -% + ,ue -Pkln, (7.7) where A and p are rational, and p" = ( -l)k/A,. Thus g = -.&' = &2' -@'-k)Pln. (7.8) Setting v = pe'"-k'PJn and substituting (7.8) in (6.11) we see that Thus v is entire, and p is a polynomial. From (7.7), since u is entire, 1 is a polynomial. Thus we can write u = -2 + peY, with %, p, q polynomials, and q non-constant. Now u = 0 gives u' = -3.' + (p' + q'p) ey = (q' + o( 1))L (7.9) (Note that 2 $0, since f has infinitely many poles.) Now (7.9) implies that q' and 1 are constant, and we have (7.1). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
THE CASE k = 2 IN THEOREM A
The estimate (1.2) of Theorem A is not known in the case k = 2 except wherefis entire. However, we can handle the following special case. Now if u is a polynomial then as in Section 6, u must have degree at most 1 and (1.5) or (1.6) holds. If u is transcendental then by [4, p. 691 again we have u*F/f=a,(u-II)*, (8.2) where T(r, u) = S(r, u). Writing U = u -v, we obtain
UD=v'--aa,v-aa,v2-1, Since T(r, D) + T(r, u) = S(r, U), both the right-hand side of (8.3) and D must vanish identically. Thus u is rational and U (and hence u also) has finite order. It now follows that iffis entire then (1.3) holds. Finally iffis not entire, and, using (8.2), a,,~* is a polynomial. As before, all poles off have a fixed multiplicity m, say, so that (u' + l/m)/u = Q is entire. Since u has finite order, (2.6) of Lemma 1 implies that Q is a polynomial, so that (1.4) holds.
